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➡ Motivation

➡ J/ψ production in p+p, d+Au and Au+Au 
collisions at 200 GeV 
➡ spectra, polarization, RAA, elliptic flow

➡ Υ in p+p and Au+Au collisions at 200 GeV
➡ cross section, RAA

➡ Summary
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✓ Quarkonia suppression in QGP in heavy-ion 
collisions due to color screening

✓ Suppression of  different states is determined by TC 
and their binding energy -  QGP thermometer

Quarkonia at RHIC - Motivation

Charmonia: J/ψ, ψ’, χc Bottomonia: Υ(1S), Υ(2S), Υ(3S), χb

Screening radius:
rD(T) ∝ 1/T
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5 So what have we learned?

As discussed earlier, it has been customary to consider a
state dissociated when its binding energy becomes zero. In
principle, a state is dissociated when no peak structure is
seen, but the widths shown in spectral functions from cur-
rent potential-model calculations are not physical. Broaden-
ing of states as the temperature increases is not included in
any of these models. At which T does the peak structure
disappear, then? In [36] we argue that there is no need to
reach Ebin = 0 to dissociate, but when Ebin < T a state is
weakly bound and thermal fluctuations can destroy it. Let us
quantify this statement.

Due to the uncertainty in the potential we cannot de-
termine the binding energy exactly, but we can neverthe-
less set an upper limit for it [36]: we can determine Ebin
with the most confining potential that is still within the al-
lowed ranges by lattice data on free energies. For the most
confining potential the distance where deviation from the
T = 0 potential starts is pushed to large distances, so it co-
incides with the distance where screening sets in [16]. From
Ebin we can then estimate, following [37], the quarkonium-
dissociation rate due to thermal activation, obtaining in this
way the thermal width of a state, !(T ). At temperatures
where the width, that is the inverse of the decay time, is
greater than the binding energy, that is the inverse of the
binding time, the state will likely be dissociated. In other
words, a state would melt before it binds. For example, al-
ready close to Tc, the J/" particle would melt before it
would have time to bind. To quantify the dissociation con-
dition we have set a more conservative condition for disso-
ciation: 2Ebin(T ) < !(T ). The result for different charmo-
nium and bottomonium states is shown in the thermometer
of Fig. 5.1. Note that all these numbers are to be thought of
as upper limits.

In summary, potential models utilizing a set of poten-
tials between the lower and upper limit constrained by free-
energy lattice data yield agreement with the lattice data on

Fig. 5.1 The QGP thermometer

correlators in all quarkonium channels. Due to this indis-
tinguishability of potentials by the data the precise quarko-
nium properties cannot be determined this way, but the up-
per limit can be estimated. The decrease in binding energies
with increasing temperature, observed in all the potential
models on the market, can yield significant broadening, not
accounted for in the currently shown spectral functions from
these models. The upper limit estimated using the confining
potential predicts that all bound states melt by 1.3Tc, ex-
cept the upsilon, which survives until 2Tc. The large thresh-
old enhancement above free propagation seen in the spectral
functions even at high temperatures, again observed in all
the potential models on the market, compensates for melting
of states (yielding flat correlators) and indicates that corre-
lation between quark and antiquark persists. Lattice results
are thus consistent with quarkonium melting.

6 And what’s next?

Implications of the QGP thermometer of Fig. 5.1 for heavy-
ion collisions should be considered by phenomenological
studies. This can have consequences for the understanding
of the RAA measurements, since now the J/" should melt at
SPS and RHIC energies as well. The thermometer also sug-
gests that the # will be suppressed at the LHC, and that the
centrality dependence of this can reveal whether this hap-
pens already at RHIC. So measurements of # may be an
interesting probe of matter at RHIC as well as at the LHC.

The exact determination of quarkonium properties in the
future is in the effective field theories from QCD at finite T .
First work on this already appeared [18] and both the real
and imaginary parts of the potential have been derived in
certain limits. In these works there is an indication that most
likely charmonium states dissolve in QGP due to thermal ef-
fects, such as activation to octet states, screening and Landau
damping.

The correlations of heavy-quark pairs embedded in the
threshold enhancement should be taken seriously, and its
consequences, such as possible non-statistical recombina-
tion, should be taken into account in dynamic models that
attempt the interpretation of experimental data [33].

All of the above discussion is for an isotropic medium.
Recently, the effect of an anisotropic plasma has been con-
sidered [38]. Accordingly, quarkonium might be stronger
bound in an anisotropic medium, especially if it is aligned
along the anisotropy of the medium (beam direction). Qual-
itative consequences of these are considered in an upcoming
publication [39]. Also, all of the above discussion refers to
quarkonium at rest. Finite-momentum calculations are un-
der investigation. It is expected that a moving quarkonium
dissociates faster.

The QGP 
Thermometer

1. Introduction

We know from statistical QCD that strongly interacting matter undergoes a deconfine-
ment transition to a new state, the quark-gluon plasma. How can we study this state -
which phenomena provide us with information about its thermal properties? The main
probes considered so far are

• e-m signals (real or virtual photons)

• heavy flavours and quarkonia (QQ̄ pairs)

• jets (energetic partons)

The ultimate aim must be to carry out ab initio calculations of the in-medium behaviour
of these probes in finite temperature QCD.

In high energy nuclear collisions, we want to study the deconfinement transition and the
QGP in the laboratory. The ultimate aim here must be to show that experimental results
confirm the predictions of statistical QCD, or that they disagree with them. If the latter
should happen, we can unfortunately not conclude that statistical QCD is wrong; a more
likely conclusion would be that nuclear collisions do not produce the medium studied in
equilibrium QCD thermodynamics.

I want to consider here a specific case study for the program just outlined: the spectral
analysis of quarkonia in a hot QGP and its application to nuclear collisions.

The theoretical basis for this analysis is:

• The QGP consists of deconfined colour charges, so that the binding of a QQ̄ pair is
subject to the e!ects of colour screening.

• The screening radius rD(T ) decreases with temperature T .

• When rD(T ) falls below the binding radius ri of a QQ̄ state i, the Q and the Q̄ can
no longer bind, so that quarkonium i cannot exist [1].

• The quarkonium dissociation points Ti, specified through rD(Ti) ! ri, thus deter-
mine the temperature of the QGP, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.

ψ χ ψc ’ Υ χbΥ’ ’χ b ψ Υ Υχ Υb ’

 
c ~=T      1.2 TcT  <  T ~=T       3 Tc

Figure 1: Quarkonium spectral lines as thermometer

Experimentally, quarkonium studies also provide a great tool:

• In AA collisions, quarkonium production can be measured as function of collision
energy, centrality, transverse momentum, and A.

• The onset of (anomalous) suppression for the di!erent quarkonium states can be
determined and correlated to thermodynamic variables, such as the temperature or
the energy density.
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Quarkonia spectral lines as 
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✓ But there are more complications: 

➡ Still unknown quarkonia Production Mechanism

➡ Cold Nuclear Matter Effects, e.g. nuclear 
shadowing, Cronin effect, nuclear absorption

➡ Other Hot Nuclear Matter Effects,                    
e.g regeneration

4

EPS HEP Conference, July 21-27, 2011
Grenoble, Rhône-Alpes, France 

Christopher Powell 2/12

Introduction
Heavy quarks are created in the initial hard scattering
 → exposed to the evolution of the system. 

Quarkonium are used to probe 
the properties of the hot dense 
matter created at RHIC.
  Expect suppression in 
  a deconfned medium.
Similar suppression at SPS and RHIC
  Regeneration from sea of quarks?

A+A collisions:

- Modifcation of production due to QGP
(e.g. color-screening, regeneration);
- Initial-state gluon multi-scattering;
- Escape from freball at high-p

T
;

- Feed down from excited states;

→ Measure p
T
 spectra, elliptic fow (v

2
), R

AA 
.

screening

regeneration

J/ψ, Υ

Leakage
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Introduction
Heavy quarks are created in the initial hard scattering
 → exposed to the evolution of the system. 

Quarkonium are used to probe 
the properties of the hot dense 
matter created at RHIC.
  Expect suppression in 
  a deconfned medium.
Similar suppression at SPS and RHIC
  Regeneration from sea of quarks?

A+A collisions:

- Modifcation of production due to QGP
(e.g. color-screening, regeneration);
- Initial-state gluon multi-scattering;
- Escape from freball at high-p

T
;

- Feed down from excited states;

→ Measure p
T
 spectra, elliptic fow (v

2
), R

AA 
.

screening

regeneration

J/ψ, Υ

Leakage✓ Measure quarkonia production for different colliding 
systems, centralities and collision energies
➡ pT spectra, RAA, polarization, elliptic flow ...

Quarkonia at RHIC - Motivation (2)

✓ Υ very rare but a cleaner probe compare to J/ψ: 
negligible co-mover absorption and recombination

RAA=
1

N coll

dN /dyA+A

dN /dy p+p
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STAR EXPERIMENT, PID

5

✓ Large acceptance:
➡ |η| < 1, 0 < φ < 2π

✓ Time Projection Chamber (TPC)
➡ Tracking: pT, η, φ
➡ dE/dx: PID

✓ Time of  Flight (TOF)
➡ Timing resolution < 100 ps
➡ 1/β: PID

✓ Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter 
(BEMC)
➡ Tower Δη x Δφ = 0.05 x 0.05
➡ Energy: E/p ~ 1 (for electrons) 

PID
➡ Trigger

J/ψ → e+e-  (BR 5.9%) Υ → e+e- (BR 2.4%)

  

TOF
BEMC TPC

© Maria & Alex Schmah 

The Solenoid Tracker At RHIC 

(STAR)

EPS HEP Conference, July 21-27, 2011
Grenoble, Rhône-Alpes, France 

Christopher Powell 4/12

STAR Experiment

Time Projection Chamber:
Tracking → p

T
, η, φ

dE/dx → PID

Time Of Flight:

Timing res. < 100 ps
1/β → PID

Barrel Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter:
Tower Δη x Δφ = 0.05 x 0.05
Energy → E/p ~ 1 (electrons)

Large Acceptance:
|η| < 1, 0 < φ < 2πTPCTOF BEMC

Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC

J/ψ, Υ → e+ e- 
(BR = 5.9%, 2.4%)
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✓ Direct NNLO* CS model 
misses high-pT part

✓ NLO CS+CO model 
describes the data 

✓ CEM model can reasonable 
well describe the pT spectra

J/ψ spectra in p+p collisions 
at 200 GeV
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STAR results consistent with PHENIX 
results,  pT extended up to 14 GeV/c

11 Qiu Hao (LBNL) Heavy Ion Collisions in the LHC Era, Qui Nhon, 2012 

Signal�

p+p 200 GeV      significance: 19 Au+Au 200 GeV      significance: 16.4 

STAR preliminary

high pT 2009 results: submitted to PRL, 
appear on arXiv on Aug. 15
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✓ Polarization parameter λθ is 
measured in helicity frame at  
|y| <1 and 2 < pT < 6 GeV/c

✓ λθ is consistent with NLO+ 
CSM and COM models 
predictions, and with no 
polarization within current 
uncertainties

7

PHENIX: Phys. Rev. D 82, 012001 (2010)
COM: Phys. Rev. D 81, 014020 (2010)
CSM NLO+: Phys. Lett. B, 695, 149 (2011)

norm(1+λcos2θ) 

Discrimination power between 
different J/ψ production models at 
high-pT

helicity frame

J/ψ polarization in p+p collisions 
at 200 GeV
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✓ Measurement of  J/ψ in d+Au collisions provides information on CNM effects

✓ Good agreement with model predictions using EPS09 nPDF parametrization 
for the shadowing, and a J/ψ nuclear absorption cross section                                                        
σabsJ/ψ = 2.8     (stat.)     (syst.)    (EPS09) mb

✓ STAR results consistent with PHENIX measurements

J/ψ RAA in d+Au collisions 
at 200 GeV
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✓ Softer spectra than light hadron 
prediction at low pT 

J/ψ spectra in Au+Au collisions 
at 200 GeV

Tsallis Blast-Wave model: Z.Tang et al., arXiv:
1101.1912, JPG 37, 08194 (2010)

11 Qiu Hao (LBNL) Heavy Ion Collisions in the LHC Era, Qui Nhon, 2012 

Signal�

p+p 200 GeV      significance: 19 Au+Au 200 GeV      significance: 16.4 

smaller radial flow

regeneration at low pT

?
?

high pT 2009 results: submitted to PRL, 
appear on arXiv on Aug. 15
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 PartN
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10

J/ψ RAA in Au+Au collisions 
at 200 GeV

✓ J/ψ  suppression increases with collision centrality

✓ J/ψ  suppression decreases with pT across the centrality range

✓ At low pT data agree with two models including color screening and regeneration effects

✓ At high pT Liu et al. model describes data reasonable well, while Zhao and Rapp model 
underpredicts RAA at Npart > 70
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appear on arXiv on Aug. 15
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Measurement of J/ Elliptic Flow in Au+Au Collisions at . . . 327

light quarks, J/ v2 at pT > 2 GeV/c is found to be consistent with zero
considering the errors. This result disfavors the idea that J/ at large pT

is produced dominantly by coalescence from thermalized charm and anti
charm quarks.

 (GeV/c)
T

p
0 2 4 6 8 10

2
v

-0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

non-flow estimation

Au+Au 200 GeV

STAR Preliminary

 20-60%!J/

 0-80%"

charged hadrons 20-60%

Fig. 2. v2 versus pT for J/ as well as charged hadrons and � meson. The brackets
represent systematic error estimated from differences between different methods
and cuts. The pT bins for J/ are 0–2, 2–4, 4–6 and 6–10 GeV/c, and mean pT in
each bin for the J/ sample used for v2 calculation is drawn.

In Fig. 3 the J/ v2 is compared to different theoretical model-predic-
tions. v2 of J/ produced by initial pQCD processes stays close to zero
(line 1 [16]), and it agrees with the data except the lowest pT bin. The
model that assumes J/ is produced by coalescence at the freeze-out pre-
dicts v2 that is more than 3� above the data for pT > 2 GeV/c (line 2 [17]),
and is thus ruled out. Calculations for coalescence in transport model pre-
dict smaller J/ v2 and are closer to the experimental data (line 3 [18]
and 4 [16]). Models that take the J/ from both initial and coalescence

 (GeV/c)
T

p
0 2 4 6 8 10

2
v

-0.25

-0.2

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

at freeze-out (2)
in transport model (3)
in transport model (4)
+ initial mix (5)
+ initial mix (6)

initially produced (1)

T=120 with viscosity
T=165 with viscosity
T=120 without viscosity
T=165 without viscosity

coalescence:
hydro: (7)

non-flow estimation
centrality 20~60 %

STAR Preliminary

Fig. 3. J/ v2 versus pT comparing with different model predictions.

✓ J/ψ v2 is consistent with non flow at  
pT > 2 GeV/c - disfavors the case 
when J/ψ is produced dominantly by 
coalescence from thermalized 
(anti-)charm quarks

(1) (4) Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 232301 (2006)
(2) Phys. Lett. B595, 202 (2004) 
(3) Phys. Lett. B655, 126 (2008)
(5) X.Zhao, R.Rapp, 24th WWND (2008)
(6) Nucl. Phys. A834, 317 (2010)
(7) U.Heinz, C. Shen, private communication

J/ψ v2 in semi-central Au+Au collisions 
at 200 GeV

The J/ψ v2 measurement is crucial 
for the test of  charm quark 
recombination effect

STAR Preliminary 

[1] V. Greco, C.M. Ko, R. Rapp, PLB 595, 202. (MB) 
[2] L. Ravagli, R. Rapp, PLB 655, 126. (MB) 
[3] L. Yan, P. Zhuang, N. Xu, PRL 97, 232301. (b=7.8fm) 
[4] X. Zhao, R. Rapp, 24th WWND, 2008. (20-40%) 
[5] Y. Liu, N. Xu, P. Zhuang, Nucl. Phy. A, 834, 317.  (b=7.8) 
[6] U. Heinz, C. Shen, priviate communication.  (20-60%)�

Disfavors)the)case)that)J/ψ)with)pT)>)2)
GeV/c)is)produced)dominantly)by)
coalescence)from)thermalized)charm)
and)an?@charm)quarks.))

Models P-value 

Initially produced 1.8/3 6.2e-1 
Coalescence at freezeout 22.6/3 4.9e-5 

Coalescence In transport 13.9/3 3.0e-3 

Coalescence In transport 4.8/3 1.8e-1 

Coalescence +initial mix  2.9/3 4.0e-1 

Coalescence +initial mix  1.8/4 7.7e-1 

Hydro T=120 w/viscosity 16.5/3 9.2e-4 

Hydro T=165w/ viscosity 14.9/3 1.9e-03 

Hydro T=120 w/o 
viscosity 

191.6/3 2.7e-41 

Hydro T=165w/o  
viscosity 

237.3/3 0.0 

17 Qiu Hao (LBNL) Heavy Ion Collisions in the LHC Era, Qui Nhon, 2012 

 v2�
χ2/ndf
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STAR 
Preliminary

 in p+p 200 GeV 

May 31, 2012 Hard Probes 2012 - A. Kesich 7 

∫L dt = 7.9 ± 0.6 pb-1 

N(total)= 
67±22(stat.) 

P
hys. R

ev. D
 82 (2010) 12004 

∫L dt = 19.7 pb-1 

N(total)= 
145±26(stat.) 

2006 2009 

STAR Preliminary 

2009

12

✓ p+p Υ(1S+2S+3S)→e+e- cross section 
consistent with pQCD and world data trend

Υ(1S+2S+3S) in p+p collisions 
at 200 GeV

 in p+p 200 GeV, Comparisons 

May 31, 2012 Hard Probes 2012 - A. Kesich 8 

STAR  √s=200 GeV p+p ++→e+e- cross section 
consistent with pQCD and world data trend 
 

STAR 
Preliminary 
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CEM: R.Vogt, Phys. Rep. 462125, 2008
CSM: J.P. Lansberg and S. Brodsky, PRD 81, 051502, 2010

STAR preliminary

Benefit from high DAQ rate and 
dedicated Upsilon trigger
improved statistics
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✓ Comparison with dynamic model with fireball expansion and quarkonium 
feed-down, calculation included variation of  initial η/S and T0

✓ Results are consistent with complete melting of  3S and very strong 
suppression of  2S in central collisions in this model

Raw yield of  Υ→e+e- with 
|y|<0.5  = 197 ± 36

Υ(1S+2S+3S) RAA in Au+Au collisions 
at 200 GeV
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➡ Υ(1S+2S+3S) Au+Au results consistent with the model that predicts complete 
melting of  3S and strong 2S suppression

➡ p+p Υ(1S+2S+3S) →e+e- cross section consistent with pQCD and world data 
trend

➡ J/ψ suppression in Au+Au collisions increases with centrality and decreases 
with pT - at high pT suppression only for central collisions

➡ J/ψ v2 consistent with zero at  pT > 2 GeV/c - disfavors the case when J/ψ is 
produced dominantly by coalescence from thermalized (anti-)charm quarks at 
higher pT

➡  J/ψ RdAu consistent with the model using EPS09+ σabsJ/ψ (3 mb)

➡ NLO CS+CO and CEM models describe J/ψ pT spectrum in p+p collisions

➡ J/ψ polarization in p+p collisions consistent with NLO+ CSM and COM 
models predictions, and with no polarization

Summary
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✓ Clear J/ψ signal at different pT and centrality bins in Au+Au collisions at 
62.4 GeV and 39 GeV 

✓ Measurement of  J/ψ RCP for different centralities and energies will be 
done

J/ψ in Au+Au collisions 
at 62.4 GeV and 39 GeV

J/ production in Au+Au collisions at √SNN = 62.4 GeV 
and 39GeV from STAR 

 Wangmei Zha  for the STAR collaboration 
University of Science and Technology of China(USTC), Brookhaven National Laboratory(BNL) 

 The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is built to search for the Quark-gluon Plasma (QGP) and to study its properties in laboratory through high energy heavy-ion collisions. J/ suppression in heavy-ion collisions due to color 
screening of quark and anti-quark has been proposed as a signature of QGP formation. But other mechanisms are likely to contribute to the observed J/ suppression in heavy-ion collisions such as the cold nuclear matter effect, charm 
quark recombination, sequential suppression, and hot wind dissociation. Measurements of J/ invariant yields at different collision  centralities can shed new light on understanding the interplay of these mechanisms for J/ production and 
medium properties. 
           In this presentation we report the measurements of J/ signals in different transverse momentum (with pT coverage: 0-5 GeV/c at mid-rapidity)  in  Au+Au  collisions  at  √sNN 62.4 GeV and 39GeV taken in 2010  by STAR with full 
Time-of-Flight detector and Barrel ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter detector in operation. Centrality dependence of J/ signals are also  presented. 

Introduction 

Electron ID 

J/ signal  in Au+Au 62 GeV 

  
 

 
 
 

Summary and outlook 

 
 

J/ Reconstruction 

J/ signal  in Au+Au 39 GeV 

J/ suppression was proposed by 
Matsui and Satz as a smoking gun 
signature of the QGP. 

Quarkonium dissociation is suggested as a 
thermometer for the medium created at 
heavy ion collisions 

STAR has a large acceptance for electron identification after the 
full Time-Of-Flight (TOF) has been installed. 
Large data samples in 2010: 
--- 30M EMC triggered (ET>2.6 GeV) 62 GeV Au+Au events (97 
b-1)  
--- 168M MB 62GeV Au + Au events (18b-1) 
--- 14M EMC triggered (ET>2.6GeV) 39 GeV Au+Au events (62 
b-1) 
--- 258M MB 39GeV Au+Au events (30 b-1)  
 

Abstract 

Mocsy & Petreczky 
PRL. 99, 211602 
(2007)  

1. We observe clear J/ signals at different pT and centrality bins from Au+Au collisions at 
62 and 39 GeV.  

2. Estimation of efficiencies is ongoing. 

3. Estimation of systematic uncertainty is in progress. 

4. 62GeV Min.Bias dataset analysis will also be done in the future. 

  

 

Low pT:  TPC + TOF is sufficient 

High pT: EMC for fast trigger of high-pT electron 

                Adc0 is the offline adc value of the most energetic tower in     
                 a BTOW cluster  
                p/E to suppress hadrons 

                further suppression from SMD 
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Like-Sign (same event): pair 
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J/ production in Au+Au collisions at √SNN = 62.4 GeV 
and 39GeV from STAR 

 Wangmei Zha  for the STAR collaboration 
University of Science and Technology of China(USTC), Brookhaven National Laboratory(BNL) 

 The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is built to search for the Quark-gluon Plasma (QGP) and to study its properties in laboratory through high energy heavy-ion collisions. J/ suppression in heavy-ion collisions due to color 
screening of quark and anti-quark has been proposed as a signature of QGP formation. But other mechanisms are likely to contribute to the observed J/ suppression in heavy-ion collisions such as the cold nuclear matter effect, charm 
quark recombination, sequential suppression, and hot wind dissociation. Measurements of J/ invariant yields at different collision  centralities can shed new light on understanding the interplay of these mechanisms for J/ production and 
medium properties. 
           In this presentation we report the measurements of J/ signals in different transverse momentum (with pT coverage: 0-5 GeV/c at mid-rapidity)  in  Au+Au  collisions  at  √sNN 62.4 GeV and 39GeV taken in 2010  by STAR with full 
Time-of-Flight detector and Barrel ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter detector in operation. Centrality dependence of J/ signals are also  presented. 

Introduction 

Electron ID 

J/ signal  in Au+Au 62 GeV 

  
 

 
 
 

Summary and outlook 

 
 

J/ Reconstruction 

J/ signal  in Au+Au 39 GeV 

J/ suppression was proposed by 
Matsui and Satz as a smoking gun 
signature of the QGP. 

Quarkonium dissociation is suggested as a 
thermometer for the medium created at 
heavy ion collisions 

STAR has a large acceptance for electron identification after the 
full Time-Of-Flight (TOF) has been installed. 
Large data samples in 2010: 
--- 30M EMC triggered (ET>2.6 GeV) 62 GeV Au+Au events (97 
b-1)  
--- 168M MB 62GeV Au + Au events (18b-1) 
--- 14M EMC triggered (ET>2.6GeV) 39 GeV Au+Au events (62 
b-1) 
--- 258M MB 39GeV Au+Au events (30 b-1)  
 

Abstract 

Mocsy & Petreczky 
PRL. 99, 211602 
(2007)  

1. We observe clear J/ signals at different pT and centrality bins from Au+Au collisions at 
62 and 39 GeV.  

2. Estimation of efficiencies is ongoing. 

3. Estimation of systematic uncertainty is in progress. 

4. 62GeV Min.Bias dataset analysis will also be done in the future. 
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Analysis status

Invariant mass distributions for 0-60 % centrality

W.  Zha’s poster 313

Thank you!


